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Vanicek Named Distinguished
S O S t ... . . _nj dimensions of as invariably is the case, the

Petr Vanicek is a member of Senior Distinguished Scientist by them to spend some time in wi Jmtial and temporal result depends on which route is
an elite group. The surveying the Alexander von Humboldt Germany doing research with ite earth. paual and temporal ^ tQ ^ at u mans
engineering professor at the Foundation m Germany. then- sponsorsman aKaof®“1tu and deformations of the earth,"he the the height of a mountain
University of New Brunswick in The Humboldt award is interest. Dr Vanicek w 1 . , differs depending on which side of
Fredericton was recently named a presented to foreigners to enable spending three mont s m expiai European iangUages, the mountain was used to carry

uermany next sunn v «urvevine and out the measurements andFitlishps Off 199 lH^aS anofhcrTcTcnUst in geodesy is the same. The field is calculations. Dr Vanicek wants 
V^nOIV llllIollVO VJLL Ottawa Me the first two divided into 2 levels, lower and to help solve this dilemma.

Fundraisin2 s ^nta^^odd^îto «s££^2“ as*du*^ * working

1 UllVil CllOlllg, have an eSeer named a While in Germany, Dr on the construction of horizontal
Campus/Community Rad" ctmry0 FM^taUon! donaleS ^str^J EgSl^e “JÜÏ
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between October 20th and 29th. support or recognition from a of surveying. Geodesy is heights. When me ne g .
During the spring of last year professional radio station. defined as a science_thatjieals^j)ointisdeterminc^^^^^^^^^^M^M^^^^^jj^y

around $3300 dollars was donated Volunteers at the station
to the station. This year's aim really pulled together at CHSR 
was around $4000 to $5000 and there were a few programs

that really highlighted the 
Unlike other years around 150 fundraising week, 

pledge forms were also given out Though CHSR has not raised 
for donation purposes. In as much as last year, Whipple 
addition money was raised by believes that it has a lot to do 
listeners calling into the station with the emphasis that the

station put on programming and
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during regular programming.
According to Jeff Whipple, left "Public relations on the back 

Station Manager, around $2000 burner."
raised over the air. Only a Because of other pressing 

few of the pledge forms have issues, such as CHSR's licence 
been returned. Whipple is renewal, the station was not able 

i hoping to see around $3000 to put as much emphasis on 
raised after all the pledge forms public relations as other years, 
are returned. The forms are due But Steve Staples, Program 

‘ back to the station this week.
Whipple is very happy that planning on releasing a monthly 

the public has decided to support program guide to the public, 
the station. In fact Radio One,
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Manager and Jeff Whipple are
A car accident took place at UNB on October 30.
Mark Dionne who was driving a 1989 Toyota Camry was travelling up McKay Drive and ran into Chantelle llanley 
who was driving a 1986 HMC Pony and was coming out of Bailey Drive. According to Fredericton City Police, 
there were no serious injuries and no charges have been pressed.
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Now that you are a 
professional, have your 
pictures professionally

done.
* $6.00 Credit for cab fare to and from 
the studio ( cost from campus)
* 10 pictures for sitting fee of $15.00
* 8 free exposures if you bring 2 extra 
outfits.
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II SHOPPING BAGS

■ RFOOME RECYCLABLE IN
■ YOUR BLUE BOX

I
I We suggest you bring à formal business Suit, 

casual attire , friend, personal objects to include 
in your pictures to personalize them
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